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The Nature of Humans in Lord of the Flies by William Golding. Words | 3 Pages. The nature of human: are humans born
good or evil? These two opposing .

Before creating this novel, William had experience in the navy where he learned of the nature of mankind. The
evil inside Hyde is uncontrollable he is like Jack in Lord of the Flies he shows power but a lot more stronger.
Dr Jekyll is described as handsome, rich, respected and very good at science. The book Lord of the Flies is a
story about a group of young boys stranded on a disserted island. Now what does it truly mean to be human
and what makes us human. So him being found dead shows that he was predominantly evil and it was a
stronger case of killing evil rather than good. During their stay on the island the boys achieve great success by
being able to survive. It is thought that humans originated from apes and there were probably small giraffes
but they died of starvation, as they couldn't reach the tall trees. Eventually, the wildness of their ids cannot be
suppressed. In Lord of the Flies, Golding suggests that when humans are released into the world without
responsibility or guidance e. Jekyll tried to keep Mr. This tells us that people know that they are evil and try to
avoid it but it always prevails. When he loses out on the vote for leader to Ralph he automatically wants power
by saying "I'll be chief hunter then". Both novels start of good but then descend into evil this could also be
them describing life as even Adam and Eve couldn't resist temptation and being told something evil would
happen. This, however, if seen in a broader sense may point out the idea that in grown-ups what can be the
intensity of evil and what consequences it can bring. It is acceptable as the very nature of human beings when
they are removed out of the civilized circumference of their society. Cut her throat. Piggy and Ralph are the
only two people not in Jacks tribe and again they show maturity by going to sort their differences with Jack
but it only resorts in Piggy being murdered. Also Jekyll says "the moment I choose I can be rid of Mr. Ralph is
on his own and runs and hides for his life. Is man inherently evil, like William Golding believes?


